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A chain is only as strong as its weakest link – and secrets 

are only as secure as the least trusted person who knows them. 

Recently the whole world witnessed how top-secret information was 

published – faster and more efficiently than ever before. Most 

remarkable is the fact that this top-secret data was not transferred in 

any “high tech” way – it was passed along by an old-fashioned leak from 

an inside source, who decided to violate his/her security clearance and 

share secrets with the outside world. 

Who is the “least trusted person” at your organisation? Do you have 

controls in place to make sure that sensitive information is only available 

to a select group of people who have a “need to know? And do you have 

the right procedures to keep secrets from falling into the wrong hands? 

Do you maintain custody of your secrets beyond their deletion in-house 

or by an outside vendor?

In the field of information assurance, users of intimus® products 

benefit from decades of experience in developing the world‘s most 

trusted data destruction machines. Starting with data shredders over 

50 years ago, the intimus® brand has grown to a complete range of 

information assurance equipment. Our name, intimus® – the Latin 

word for a “trustworthy confidant” – says it all. 

At the Office

Within the 
Department

A Holistic Approach 
to effective 

Information Assurance



 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
  

   
                     

 

 


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


 
 
 
          

Partner for Information Assurance

Seamless information assurance – from the time the information is created to the day it is destroyed – 

is mandatory from a legal standpoint and is imperative for an organization to reach its goals. 

Our longstanding relationships with governments and global corporations combined with a worldwide network 

of representatives enable us to stay up-to-date with legal requirements. Our presence on a number of standard-

creating committees around the world highlights our expertise in this field.

intimus® products can help organisations comply 

with laws and standards such as:

EU Data Protection Directive of 1995: 

In order to remove potential obstacles to the flows 

of Personal Data and to ensure a high level of protection 

within the EU, data protection legislation has been harmonised.

HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) of 1996: 

The US-american directive provides federal protections for personal health information held by covered entities 

and gives patients an array of rights with respect to that information. At the same time, the Privacy Rule is 

balanced so that it permits the disclosure of personal health information needed for patient care and other 

important purposes. 

ISO 27000: This worldwide standard will manage global information security matters in the future and 

will be populated with a range of individual standards and documents.

For more information on global information assurance standards, please visit our website www.intimus.com.

By the Desk

In the
Home Office



Sometimes it is the small, hidden details which ensure 

high operating efficiency and user-friendliness.

All intimus®PRO shredders are built from durable, precision 

engineered, high-performance components, designed for a long 

life of high volume usage – and everyday use. Maintenance-free 

slide bearings for the cutting cylinders and capacitor motors 

help reduce maintenance costs and avoid machine downtime. 

With over 50 years of experience in designing shredders, our 

engineers can create machines to ensure the smallest possible 

shred particle size within the relevant security level – providing 

the highest possible security for our clients. If a shredder is not 

delivering the tiniest possible shred particles, an organisation 

might be vulnerable. intimus®PRO shredders can help ensure 

that confidential information is destroyed efficiently and 

completely.

Professional Data Shredders –
a Synthesis of Technology, Performance and Design

Uncompromising – Security matters in all walks of life.  

intimus®PRO shredders deliver an effective protective shield against data breaches – 

in day-to-day business life as well as in private life. 

intimus®PRO stands for innovation in the development of practical solutions for 

uncompromising data protection. Incorporating forward-looking ideas, they set the 

 benchmark with intelligent function control, 

 an exemplary environmental concept and 

 sound energy efficiency. 

 In addition to their advanced technology, the   

 intimus®PRO shredders are also pleasing to 

 the eye: a sleek design and discreet colouring 

 help them blend unobtrusively with any 

 office decor. 

 Thanks to unparalleled quietness in operation,

 they are in harmony with the modern standards 

 of present-day office equipment.

...against fracture of 
cutting cylinders

Reliable High-performance 
Components

20YEAR

WARRANTY
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Top Performance: intimus®PRO shredders feature 

C-Drive motor design: Consistent performance, 

Constant speed, Compact design and Calm operating 

sound. intimus®PRO shredders are built with capacitor 

motors, so regardless of the amount of paper being 

shredded they deliver a constant rotating speed and 

a more consistent performance throughout the whole 

life cycle of the shredder. With their calm operating 

noise level intimus®PRO shredders fulfil another top 

requirement on any shredder check list. Thanks to 

our unique design of the motor the operating noise 

is pleasing the human ear – making them welcome 

deskside companions.

Long Life Cycle: SolidCut offers significant advantages 

in solidity of the cutting performance, precision and 

life cycle of the shredder. intimus® engineers have 

developed a sophisticated production process including 

CNC turning of the solid steel as well as sharpening and 

a special heat treatment that guarantees the cutting 

cylinders’ extremely long life cycle. Even after many 

years in operation intimus®PRO shredders still deliver 

spotless cutting results.

Cutters made from solid steel also tend to be more 

forgiving in accommodating paper clips and staples 

which leads to better ease of use in daily operation.

We are so confident in our product that intimus® grants 

a 20 year warranty on the fracture of cutting cylinders.
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A comprehensive visual information centre 

ensuring ease of operation and seamless 

data protection.

intimus®PRO shredders are supported by i-control ®, 

the heart of the technical concept, that controls the 

shredder‘s functions and provides a visual information 

centre for maximum clarity in operator guidance.

In standby mode the intimus®PRO data shredder 

switches on and off again automatically via a light 

barrier. 

The ergonomically designed function buttons are 

used to switch the shredder on and off, to clear 

any paper jam and to program additional functions 

such as access protection. 

www.intimus.com

Information ensures Transparency

User Lock
Added security. A button combination lock 

protects the shredder against unauthorized use. 

This effectively prevents the shredder from being 

switched on and used by an unintended user. 

 Bin is open:  
For safety reasons the intimus®PRO shredders 
will not operate when the bin is open.

Service Info
Proper maintenance of the shredder ensures 

reliable, long-term operation. The precision cross-

cut shafts need regular care using special oil. This 

increases their performance and ensures a long 

service life.  

 Paper jam:  
Simply press the Reverse button and continue 
shredding with less paper. 

 Bin is full: 
Please dispose of the material shredded in 
line with data protection requirements. 

 Motor overheated: 
This is a self-protection feature of the intimus®PRO 
series that prevents damage to the drive components.
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The info symbols light up only when needed – if there is a problem 

with the machine or maintenance is needed. The i-control ® panel 

is easy to read and understand, ensuring ease of operations.

Exact equipment and features depend on the model – see page 14 for full details.

Silent Operation

Shredding has never been so quiet. 

The perfect place for a data shredder is within reach 

of the workplace. 

The intimus®PRO data shredder series features Silentec ®, 

a completely new design of the bearing of the cutting head 

that results in maximum absorption of the vibrations 

generated during shredding. 

intimus®PRO data shredders not only rank among the 

most silent models in their class – courtesy of Silentec ® – 

but the sound pattern is also acoustically pleasing.

Thanks to this design, an intimus®PRO data shredder never 

creates a noise disturbance, wherever it may be. 

Silentec ® – the spring-
mounted, non-contact bearing 
of the shredder block in the 
housing absorbs noise and 
creates a more harmonious 
workplace.
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Environmentally-friendly multifunctionality. 

intimus®PRO data shredders have an array of practical features 

complementing their versatile options of use. All the models 

can shred paper, CDs, plastic cards or diskettes. 

By means of 2 x 2 cut & collect, both types of shredded material 

are kept completely separately: cutting units and collecting bins 

for paper – and separate ones for compact data carriers – 

enabling environmentally-friendly disposal.

  Rigorous separation of the systems 

                is vital for environmentally-

                                 friendly disposal: 

                2 x 2 cut & collect reduces the 

           load on the cutting units and makes it 

     easy to remove the shredded material with the 

                use of a practical basket-in-basket solution.  

Segregate Materials
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Long-term, trouble-free use. 

It is human nature to push technical equipment 

beyond its limits. In the case of data shredders this 

results in jamming of the cutting unit and stoppage. 

The intimus®PRO data shredder series, from model 45 

upwards, guards against this situation with the DLS 

Dynamic-Load-Sensor. 

DLS detects the paper volume as it is fed into the 

cutting unit. The result of this measurement is 

communicated to the user by changing colours, like 

traffic lights, of a light strip in the paper feed area.

Tests have proved that the colour change of the 

dynamic load sensor quickly sensitises the user to  

a balanced infeed of paper. 

The feed slot for CDs, plastic cards or diskettes is 

designed to take only the maximum amount allowed.

Exact equipment and features depend on 
the model –  see page 14 for full details.

Optimal Efficiency

 Step 1 – Green
The amount of paper fed into the shredder 
is within the noncritical capacity. 
 

 Step 2 – Yellow
The Dynamic-Load-Sensor  has found 
the amount of paper to be within the ideal 
range of capacity.

 Step 3 – Red
The amount of paper fed into the shredder 
is at the upper limit of capacity and the cutting 
unit might block – in this case the paper is 
released using the Reverse button.

Energy efficiency is a feature of growing 

importance for all modern office equipment.  

intimus®PRO data shredders are equipped with 

the EcoLogic energy management system 

as a standard feature.

 

Time-responsive electronics put the shredder into 

“sleep mode” after it has been idle for some time, 

automatically reducing its power usage to zero. 

This eliminates the extravagant power consumption 

of the stand-by mode.

Simply touch the i-control ® centre button and the 

operational status is instantly restored. 

Energy Management

www.intimus.com
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intimus®PRO shredders are not just for high security environments – their ease of use 

and quiet operations make them an ideal choice for individual deskside shredding. 

 Scrap paper and documents thrown into a waste basket can contain competitive 

 secrets and sensitive information and potentially harm your organisation if it is 

 not disposed of properly. A personal shredder by the desk ensures total data 

 protection wherever you work – at the office or at home.

 Many reasons make intimus®PRO shredders such great deskside companions: 

  With a compact design, they fit easily underneath a desk, and 

  paper can easily be fed into the shredder at a low angle.

  No one wants to work next to a noisy office machine. To ensure 

  a harmonious work environment, our shredders are equipped 

  with low-noise ball bearings in the motors, creating a remarkably 

  quiet operation sound.

  This allows reassurance of real security – day in and day out.

 

Deleting Day-to-Day Documents – Deskside Shredders

intimus 26 / 32

•	 Low	noise	level

•		 Automatic	start/stop	
 with light barrier

•		 Integrated	Auto	Reverse	
 Function for easy removal 
 of paper jams

•		 Illuminated	indicators	for	
 standby, basket full, 
 door open and paper jam

•		 Removable	catchbasket

•		 Mounted	on	rollers	
 for flexible use

intimus 20

•	 Low	noise	level

•	 Automatic	start/stop	
 with light barrier

•		 Integrated	Auto	Reverse	
 Function for easy removal 
 of paper jams

•		 Removable	catchbasket

Large viewing window 
to check the filling level.

intimus®PRO data shredders 
– models  26 / 32  –

have four swivelling castors.
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Professional Security within Reach

www.intimus.com

Easy disposal: For simple, neat 
and tidy emptying the entire 
collecting bin can be removed.

The intimus®PRO solid cutters make it easy for individual users to feed 
paper into the shredder without having to worry about paper jams. 
Even if users feed stapled papers, paper clips, or imperfectly aligned 
stacks of paper, the intimus®PRO can handle these challenges and 
continue functioning, error-free.

Worry-free maintenance: All cross-cut 
shredders have an integrated holder 
for the shredder oil.

  Security level / DIN 32757-1 2  3 2 3 2 3 

  Model intimus 20 SC2 20 CC3 26 SC2 26 CC3 32 SC2 32 CC3

Cutting size mm 4  4 x 28 4 4 x 28 4 4 x 28

Shredding capacity 70 g/m² *  sheets 10-12 6-8 13-15 8-10 16-18 12-14

Shredding capacity 80 g/m² *  sheets 9-11 5-7 10-13 7-9 14-16 10-12

Cutting speed ** m/sec. 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Working width / Paper format mm / DIN 230 / A4 230 / A4 240 / A4 240 / A4 240 / A4 240 / A4

Catchbasket / Volume  l 20 20 26 26 32 32

Noise level   approx. dB (A) < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55

Dimensions W/D/H approx. cm 35/27/48 35/27/48 39/33/55 39/33/55 39/36/60 39/36/60
 
   * Based on DIN A4 paper. Sheet capacities vary depending on quality, weight, grain of paper and 
    sufficient power supply. It may be lower if the voltage is below the rated/nominal value.                   
   ** Theoretical average sheets per minute.                                                                   
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Deleting confidential Information – Office Shredders

Every well organized, efficient office needs to protect its sensitive information. 

Statutory requirements and commercial considerations demand that the right shredder is chosen 

for each specific application. Your organisation‘s regulatory compliance and public reputation depend 

 on shredding your sensitive documents down to the right particle size.

 The “office class” range of intimus®PRO data shredders meets all 

 expectations: safe and easy to use, sophisticated quiet technology, 

 modern design and a balanced choice of performance levels and 

 shredding capacities. Employees at all levels of your organisation will 

 find these shredders easy to operate, with a visual information centre 

 providing clear guidance – when the bin is open, when the bin is full, 

 and other conditions that require attention. In addition to its durable 

 and user-friendly design, the intimus®PRO is highly energy efficient. 

Rigorous separation of the systems:
 individual cutting cylinders (left) and 

collecting bins (right) for paper and 
digital media.

intimus 45 / 60 / 90

•		 Low	noise	level

•		 Integrated	Auto	Reverse	Function	for	easy	removal	of	paper	jams

•		 Illuminated	indicators	for	standby,	basket	full,	
 door open and paper jam

•		 Sealed	dust-free	design	with	robust	wooden	cabinet

•		 Mounted	on	rollers	for	flexible	use
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Maintain Custody of confidential Information

DLS – controlled performance for 
trouble-free use. The traffic light logic 
communicates information about the 
duty cycle to the user. 

intimus®PRO shredders are equipped with large capacities and fast 
working speed. Due to the powerful technology of the shredders it 
only takes moments to shred a stack of 
paper. Users can shred their documents 
and walk away, knowing that their 
information is secure; no one else will 
see what was shredded.   Security level / DIN 32757-1 2 3 4 2 3 4 2 3 4 

  Model intimus 45 SC2 45 CC3 45 CC4  60 SC2 60 CC3 60 CC4 90 SC2 90 CC3 90 CC4

Cutting size mm 3.8 3.8 x 30 1.9 x 15 3.8 3.8 x 30 1.9 x 15 3.8 3.8 x 30 1.9 x 15

Shredding capacity 70 g/m² *  sheets 22-24 16-18 11-13 22-24 16-18 11-13 22-24 16-18 11-13

Shredding capacity 80 g/m² *  sheets 19-21 14-16 9-11 19-21 14-16 9-11 19-21 14-16 9-11

Cutting speed ** m/sec. 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08

Working width / Paper format mm / DIN 260 / A4 260 / A4 260 / A4 260 / A4 260 / A4 260 / A4 260 / A4 260 / A4 260 / A4

Catchbasket / Volume  l 45 45 45 60 60 60 90 90 90

Noise level   approx. dB (A) < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55 < 55

Dimensions W/D/H approx. cm 45/39/66 45/39/66 45/39/66 45/39/77 45/39/77 45/39/77 45/39/99 45/39/99 45/39/99
 
   * Based on DIN A4 paper. Sheet capacities vary depending on quality, weight, grain of paper and 
    sufficient power supply. It may be lower if the voltage is below the rated/nominal value.                   
   ** Theoretical average sheets per minute. 
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Deleting confidential Information – Department Shredders

For higher-volume department-wide shredding, it is important to choose a shredder 

that delivers durable performance, long life cycles, and ease of use. 

For complete protection of business interests, no waste paper, scrap paper or computer printouts 

can be left to chance. For higher volumes of shredding, maintaining information security requires 

powerful shredders with a well-balanced price-to-performance ratio.

The intimus®PRO delivers several key benefits for department-wide shredding: drawing upon 

  50 years of experience in design of shredding 

  technology, intimus® has exceptional quality standards, 

  using only the most stable, precision-engineered, and 

  long-lasting parts available. This ensures many years 

  of error-free operation even with multiple and 

  untrained users.

  Capacitor motors help ensure a constant rotating

  speed regardless of the amount of paper being

  shredded. This gives intimus® shredders the perfect 

  balance between security and throughput even if 

  the shredder runs at its utilisation limit.

intimus 120 SC / CC

•		 Low	noise	level

•		 Integrated	Auto	Reverse	Function	
 for easy removal of paper jams

•		 Illuminated	indicators	for	standby,	basket	full,	
 door open and paper jam

•	 Sealed	dust-free	design	with	robust	wooden	cabinet

•	 Mounted	on	rollers	for	flexible	use

The collecting bin for 
shredded digital media 
is easy to access and empty.

Rigorous separation of the 
systems: individual cutting 
cylinders and separate 
collecting bins for 
paper and digital media.
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intimus 175 SC / CC

•		 Low	noise	level

•		 Automatic	start/stop	with	light	barrier

•	 Integrated	Auto	Reverse	Function	
 for easy removal of paper jams

•		 Illuminated	indicators	for	standby,	basket	full,	
 door open and paper jam

•	 Large	collecting	bin	in	dust-free	enclosed	cabinet

•	 Mounted	on	rollers	for	flexible	use

Information Assurance for multiple Users

Spacious collecting bags 
carry the shredded material.  
Due to slide-out frames they 
can be easily removed and 
emptied.

  Security level / DIN 32757-1 2  2 3 4 2 2 3 4 

  Model intimus 120 SC2 120 SC2 120 CC3  120 CC4 175 SC2 175 SC2 175 CC3 175 CC4

Cutting size mm 5.8 3.8 3.8 x 36 1.9 x 15 5.8 3.8 4 x 46 1.9 x 15

Shredding capacity 70 g/m² *  sheets 35-38 31-33 23-25 15-17 65-70 40-45 45-50 25-30

Shredding capacity 80 g/m² *  sheets 33-36 29-31 21-23 13-15 55-60 35-40 38-43 22-26

Cutting speed ** m/sec. 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.1 0.1

Working width / Paper format mm / DIN 310 / A3 310 / A3 310 / A3 310 / A3 405 / A3 405 / A3 405 / A3 405 / A3

Catchbasket / Volume  l 120 120 120 120 175 175 175 175

Noise level   approx. dB (A) 57 57 57 57 52 52 52 52

Dimensions W/D/H approx. cm 54/40/98 54/40/98 54/40/98 54/40/98 66/56/105 66/56/105 66/56/105 66/56/105
 
   * Based on DIN A4 paper. Sheet capacities vary depending on quality, weight, grain of paper and 
    sufficient power supply. It may be lower if the voltage is below the rated/nominal value.                   
   ** Theoretical average sheets per minute.                                                             
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Total data security means no discarded documents or computer printouts 

should leave the department without being shredded first.

Most organisations are aware of that. But what happens to notes and concept papers 

 that are carelessly thrown into the dustbin during a working day? 

 Many office workers consider these “working documents” 

 to be of low value to third parties and do not think of these 

 documents as an information security risk – but even draft 

 documents and preliminary sketches of ideas can become a

 risk to your organisation if they fall into the wrong hands.

 With a particle size of 1.9 x 15 mm, high performance of up  

 to 40 sheets and a 444 mm working width, intimus®PRO 802 

 can safely destroy obsolete documents ranging in size up 

 to format DIN A3. 

After the shredding process the 
particles are collected in a large 
collecting bag which slides out 

completely out of the cabinet. 

The large hinged shelf holds 
material before shredding...

...and a second shelf can 
be added on request.

Information Security all along the Line – Department Shredders

intimus® 802 offers the user 
a perfect solution for fast 

and efficient shredding: 
the wide slot feed opening can 

accomodate documents of 
all sizes, ranging from small 
scraps of paper to computer 

printouts to larger formats.
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High Security coupled with high Performance

intimus 802 CC4

•		 Automatic	on/off	control	via	a	light	barrier	whenever	paper	is	introduced
 into the feed opening. It is controlled manually via the soft-touch membrane
 keypad when paper is inserted into the feed chute.

•	 Automatic reverse in case of paper jam.

•		 Optical	or	audible	fault	indication.

•		 Fully	enclosed	dust-free	mobile	base	with	large	capacity	integral	
 catchbasket.

•		 The	catchbasket	can	be	pulled	completely	out	of	the	shredder	on	a	sliding
 frame for easy removal of the shredded material.

Easy to use: 
the shredding process is 
controlled via the soft-touch 
membrane keypad.

  Security level / DIN 32757-1 4 

  Model intimus 802 CC4

Cutting size mm 1.9 x 15

Shredding capacity 70 g/m² *  sheets 35-40

Shredding capacity 80 g/m² *  sheets 35-38

Cutting speed ** m/sec. 0.30

Working width / Paper format mm / DIN 444 / A2

Catchbasket / Volume  l 200

Noise level   approx. dB (A) 75

Dimensions W/D/H approx. cm 75/55/128
 
* Based on DIN A4 paper. Sheet capacities vary depending on quality, weight, grain of paper and 
  sufficient power supply. It may be lower if the voltage is below the rated/nominal value.                   
** Theoretical average sheets per minute.                                                                   

www.intimus.com
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...at the Desk

1)                            2)                             3)

...in the Office         

4)                                   5)                                    6)

...in the Department

7)                                         8)                                             9)  

Professional Data Shredders...
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* Based on DIN A4 paper. Sheet capacities vary depending on quality, weight, grain of paper and suffcient power supply.  **Theoretical average sheets per minute. Technical changes and colour variances reserved. 08/2011   
 It may be lower if the voltages is below the rated/nominal value.      

Models

1)      intimus  20 SC2 4	 2	 -	 10-12	 0.04	•	97 9-11 0.04	•	89	 230	•	A4	 20 0.15 230 < 55 35 / 27 / 48 9 x x – – – – x x –

 20 CC3 4	x	28	 3	 -	 6-8	 0.04	•	65 5- 7 0.04	•	57	 230	•	A4	 20 0.15 230 < 55 35 / 27 / 48 9 x x – – – – x x –

2)      intimus  26 SC2 4	 2	 8	 13-15	 0.05	•	152 10-13 0.05	•	131	 240	•	A4	 26 0.31 230 < 55 39 / 33 / 55 16 x x x – x x x x –

 26 CC3  4	x	28	 3	 8	 8-10	 0.05	•	101 7-9 0.05	•	91	 240	•	A4	 26 0.31 230 < 55 39 / 33 / 55 16 x x x – x x x x –

3)      intimus  32 SC2  4		 2	 8	 16-18	 0.05	•	182 14-16 0.05	•	162	 240	•	A4	 32 0.39 230 < 55 39 / 36 / 60 17 x x x – x x x x –

 32 CC3  4		x	28	 3	 8	 12-14	 0.05	•	141 10-12 0.05	•	121	 240	•	A4	 32 0.39 230 < 55 39 / 36 / 60 17 x x x – x x x x –

4)      intimus  45 SC2 3.8	 2	 8	 22-24	 0.08	•	388 19-21 0.08	•	339	 260	•	A4	 45 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 66 32 x x x x x x x x x

 45 CC3 3.8	x	30	 3	 8	 16-18	 0.08	•	291 14-16 0.08	•	259	 260	•	A4	 45 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 66 33 x x x x x x x x x

 45 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 8	 11-13	 0.08	•	210 9-11 0.08	•	178	 260	•	A4	 45 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 66 34 x x x x x x x x x

5)      intimus  60 SC2 3.8	 2	 8	 22-24	 0.08	•	388 19-21 0.08	•	339	 260	•	A4	 60 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 77 34 x x x x x x x x x

 60 CC3  3.8	x	30	 3	 8	 16-18	 0.08	•	291 14-16 0.08	•	259	 260	•	A4	 60 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 77 35 x x x x x x x x x

 60 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 8	 11-13	 0.08	•	210 9-11 0.08	•	178	 260	•	A4	 60 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 77 36 x x x x x x x x x

6)      intimus  90 SC2  3.8	 2	 8	 22-24	 0.08	•	388 19-21 0.08	•	339	 260	•	A4	 90 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 99 38 x x x x x x x x x

 90 CC3  3.8	x	30	 3	 8	 16-18	 0.08	•	291 14-16 0.08	•	259	 260	•	A4	 90 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 99 39 x x x x x x x x x

 90 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 8	 11-13	 0.08	•	210 9-11 0.08	•	178	 260	•	A4	 90 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 99 40 x x x x x x x x x

7)      intimus  120 SC2 5.8	 2	 8	 35-38	 0.14	•	1,030 33-36 0.14	•	975	 310	•	A3	 120 1.8 230 57 54 / 40 / 98 46 x x x x x x x x x

 120 SC2 3.8	 2	 8	 31-33	 0.14	•	905 29-31 0.14	•	865	 310	•	A3	 120 1.8 230 57 54 / 40 / 98 46 x x x x x x x x x

 120 CC3 3.8	x	36	 3	 8	 23-25	 0.14	•	680 21-23 0.14	•	625	 310	•	A3	 120 1.8 230 57 54 / 40 / 98 47 x x x x x x x x x

 120 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 8	 15-17	 0.14	•	455 13-15 0.14	•	410	 310	•	A3	 120 1.8 230 57 54 / 40 / 98 47 x x x x x x x x x

8)      intimus  175 SC2 5.8	 2	 Strips	 65-70	 0.12	•	1,697 55-60 0.12	•	1,455	 405	•	A3	 175 1.9 230 52 66 / 56 / 105 90 x x x x x – x x x

 175 SC2  3.8	 2	 Strips	 40-45	 0.12	•	1,091 35-40 0.12	•	970	 405	•	A3	 175 1.9 230 52 66 / 56 / 105 90 x x x x x – x x x

 175 CC3 4	x	46	 3	 Cross	Cut	 45-50	 0.1	•	1,111 38-43 0.1	•	949	 405	•	A3	 175 1.9 230 52 66 / 56 / 105 90 x x x x x – x x x

 175 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 Cross	Cut	 25-30	 0.1	•	606 22-26 0.1	•	525	 405	•	A3	 175 1.9 230 52 66 / 56 / 105 90 x x x x x – x x x

9)      intimus  802 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 Cross	Cut	 35-40	 0.3	•	2,424 35-38 0.3	•	2,303	 444	•	A2	 200 3.9 400 75 75 / 55 / 128 185 x x x x Soft-Touch Keypad
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Strips

5.8 mm

4 mm

3.8 mm

Cross cut 

4 x 46 mm

4 x 28 mm

3.8 x 36 mm

3.8 x 30 mm 

1.9 x 15 mm

8 mm strips...

...CDs/DVDs

...Credit cards

...Floppy disks 3.5“
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* Based on DIN A4 paper. Sheet capacities vary depending on quality, weight, grain of paper and suffcient power supply.  **Theoretical average sheets per minute. Technical changes and colour variances reserved. 08/2011   
 It may be lower if the voltages is below the rated/nominal value.      
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...against fracture of  
cutting cylinders

20YEAR

WARRANTY

Models

1)      intimus  20 SC2 4	 2	 -	 10-12	 0.04	•	97 9-11 0.04	•	89	 230	•	A4	 20 0.15 230 < 55 35 / 27 / 48 9 x x – – – – x x –

 20 CC3 4	x	28	 3	 -	 6-8	 0.04	•	65 5- 7 0.04	•	57	 230	•	A4	 20 0.15 230 < 55 35 / 27 / 48 9 x x – – – – x x –

2)      intimus  26 SC2 4	 2	 8	 13-15	 0.05	•	152 10-13 0.05	•	131	 240	•	A4	 26 0.31 230 < 55 39 / 33 / 55 16 x x x – x x x x –

 26 CC3  4	x	28	 3	 8	 8-10	 0.05	•	101 7-9 0.05	•	91	 240	•	A4	 26 0.31 230 < 55 39 / 33 / 55 16 x x x – x x x x –

3)      intimus  32 SC2  4		 2	 8	 16-18	 0.05	•	182 14-16 0.05	•	162	 240	•	A4	 32 0.39 230 < 55 39 / 36 / 60 17 x x x – x x x x –

 32 CC3  4		x	28	 3	 8	 12-14	 0.05	•	141 10-12 0.05	•	121	 240	•	A4	 32 0.39 230 < 55 39 / 36 / 60 17 x x x – x x x x –

4)      intimus  45 SC2 3.8	 2	 8	 22-24	 0.08	•	388 19-21 0.08	•	339	 260	•	A4	 45 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 66 32 x x x x x x x x x

 45 CC3 3.8	x	30	 3	 8	 16-18	 0.08	•	291 14-16 0.08	•	259	 260	•	A4	 45 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 66 33 x x x x x x x x x

 45 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 8	 11-13	 0.08	•	210 9-11 0.08	•	178	 260	•	A4	 45 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 66 34 x x x x x x x x x

5)      intimus  60 SC2 3.8	 2	 8	 22-24	 0.08	•	388 19-21 0.08	•	339	 260	•	A4	 60 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 77 34 x x x x x x x x x

 60 CC3  3.8	x	30	 3	 8	 16-18	 0.08	•	291 14-16 0.08	•	259	 260	•	A4	 60 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 77 35 x x x x x x x x x

 60 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 8	 11-13	 0.08	•	210 9-11 0.08	•	178	 260	•	A4	 60 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 77 36 x x x x x x x x x

6)      intimus  90 SC2  3.8	 2	 8	 22-24	 0.08	•	388 19-21 0.08	•	339	 260	•	A4	 90 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 99 38 x x x x x x x x x

 90 CC3  3.8	x	30	 3	 8	 16-18	 0.08	•	291 14-16 0.08	•	259	 260	•	A4	 90 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 99 39 x x x x x x x x x

 90 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 8	 11-13	 0.08	•	210 9-11 0.08	•	178	 260	•	A4	 90 0.7 230 < 55 45 / 39 / 99 40 x x x x x x x x x

7)      intimus  120 SC2 5.8	 2	 8	 35-38	 0.14	•	1,030 33-36 0.14	•	975	 310	•	A3	 120 1.8 230 57 54 / 40 / 98 46 x x x x x x x x x

 120 SC2 3.8	 2	 8	 31-33	 0.14	•	905 29-31 0.14	•	865	 310	•	A3	 120 1.8 230 57 54 / 40 / 98 46 x x x x x x x x x

 120 CC3 3.8	x	36	 3	 8	 23-25	 0.14	•	680 21-23 0.14	•	625	 310	•	A3	 120 1.8 230 57 54 / 40 / 98 47 x x x x x x x x x

 120 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 8	 15-17	 0.14	•	455 13-15 0.14	•	410	 310	•	A3	 120 1.8 230 57 54 / 40 / 98 47 x x x x x x x x x

8)      intimus  175 SC2 5.8	 2	 Strips	 65-70	 0.12	•	1,697 55-60 0.12	•	1,455	 405	•	A3	 175 1.9 230 52 66 / 56 / 105 90 x x x x x – x x x

 175 SC2  3.8	 2	 Strips	 40-45	 0.12	•	1,091 35-40 0.12	•	970	 405	•	A3	 175 1.9 230 52 66 / 56 / 105 90 x x x x x – x x x

 175 CC3 4	x	46	 3	 Cross	Cut	 45-50	 0.1	•	1,111 38-43 0.1	•	949	 405	•	A3	 175 1.9 230 52 66 / 56 / 105 90 x x x x x – x x x

 175 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 Cross	Cut	 25-30	 0.1	•	606 22-26 0.1	•	525	 405	•	A3	 175 1.9 230 52 66 / 56 / 105 90 x x x x x – x x x

9)      intimus  802 CC4 1.9	x	15	 4	 Cross	Cut	 35-40	 0.3	•	2,424 35-38 0.3	•	2,303	 444	•	A2	 200 3.9 400 75 75 / 55 / 128 185 x x x x Soft-Touch Keypad
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